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UNH MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY
Calendar of Events and Accomplishments

1977/78

I

The Medical Center Library Is the largest Medical Library In the Southern
Rocky Mountain Area. Founded In 1963 as the UNM Library of the Medical
Sciences and housed in what once was a 7-Up bottling plant purchased for
$85,000. and remodeled for a similar amount, collec;tion grew from 5,000
volumes In 1964 to mor.e than 80,000 by 1977.

i

Now called the UNM Medical Cent.er Library and housed in a new fac:llity, It
serves the faculty, staff, and more than 1,500 students of the UNH School
of Medicine, College of Nursing, College of Pharmacy, and the Allied Health
Program, as well as a number of affiliated. research and patient care Insti
tutions on the Medical Center.campus. The Library also serves as a state
wide health Information resource center, and is one of twelve Resource
Libraries in the TALON (Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, New Mexico)
Regional Medical Library Program.
The Library provides on-line computer search services, is connected to OCLC,
a nationwide cooperative bibliographic data bank, through the AMIGOS Net
..iork, and uses teletype communication for bibliographic and interlibrary
support service.
Dedicatipn of the new library building occurred In October 1977. The award
winning structure is a 65,800 square foot triangular-shaped building with a
full glass front on the third and fourth floor reading areas facing the
10,500-foot high Sandia Mountains above Albuquerque.

July

•

Library Comment and Suggestion Bcok Initiated. During Its first year
of service the library's Comment and Suggestion Book has proven to be
an Important coomunicatlon medium between the library and its user
cl l'entele. Library personnel anticipate that the Comnent Book wi 11
continue to serve as a vital link in its c011111Unication system.

• E
rl111en.tal Off-Site theckln·Pro ect
IA • 1ft • att.-pt to test
a specla service developed by a n11111ber o serial subscription houses,
tl;e llbr•rv entered into a one•y.,a.r experllll8flt of ''off-site checkin"
of·c.,rr.,_t serials- with a subsidiary�, a wel.J-known stlltscdptton
•eency In Am$terdam, Hot land, which has ptoneered with the ltationat
Library of Hedlclne In the devetc,pment of this service. The experi
!lliintal project. Is carefully qua ti t1Y CQJl,trolfe4 b.y· lledh:al Center
Ubr.ry st.aff. A d.efinltl� re,ort of this experfaent will be avail
able by the end of the 1978 calenct.r yur.
• Hass Orientation to the Library Program ·Initiated for Nursing, Medi
cal, and Allied Health Students. All new students in Nursing, Hedi-_.\
cine, and Allied Health were given an orientation to the library
which included a tour of the facilities, a HEOLINE del'IIOnstratlon, and
Instruction in the use of Index Medicus. Throughout the year 417
students In these programs were oriented to the library.

•.,:

ii
Sept_...r

• C __
s-wide User Surve on 1,.lbrar Hours 8e ins. A user survey de
s gned to usess pre erence or I I rary hours e I i c I ted 506 ruponses
between September Jlt and January ti, 1978. The two most significant
preferences lncl\ided "Close later than 11 :00 p.m." (408 responses);
"Longer weekend hours" (ti62 responses).

•

October

Charge S stem Initiated. The use of a charge system (Hastercharge
and Visar for payment of all library services and charges to-user
clientele was put Into operation.

• -Workshop on Management of Departmental Collections - October 7.
This special library Dedication Workshop dealt with the organization
of books, Journals, A-V materials, and catalogs into a coordinated
system for Increased use by department staff members. Participants
came from ten departments on the North Campus for this day-long
session.

•

Dedication Seminar on Fee S stems and Cost Sharin for Information
Services - October • A panel of distinguished librarians and New
11exico physicians dealt with a series of topics concerning informa
tion services for the practlc�ng physician. The proceedings of this
seminar have appeared In the July/August issue of the Rocky Moun
tain Medical Journal, which features the Medical Center Library on
its cover.

· • Medical Center library Dedication Ceremonies. Guests and visitors
from 17 of the United States and Canada shared the dedication of the
new Library and Learning Resources Center. Keynote speaker Robert D.
Sparks, M.D., Program Director of the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, was
Joined by University President William Davis, Medical Center Direc
tor Dean Leonard H. Napolitano, the library Director, Hrs. Erika Love,
and Archbishop Robert F. Sanchez of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe, who
pronounced the benediction in a formal ceremony.
•

-I
November

Competency-based Library Skills Program for Pharmacy Students ini
tiated. To tie in with new competency-based learning methodology em
ployed in the Pharmacy Orientation Course, the Library Reference staff
began a program of lectures and group tutorials on locating Pharmacy
Information. This program was evaluated by those students and was
found to benefl-t particularly those !;tudents who overal 1 were in need
of ·help with course work.

• Library Pol Icy for Acquisition of Nonprlnt Materials Established.
Developed In collaboration with members of the Medical Center library
COlffl1itte�. the new guidelines governing the acquisition of audiovisual
materials centers around the principle of peer review for media pack
ages when their cost exceeds $100 to determine their quality and -rele
vance to the curriculum as well as their merit as an addition to the
library collection.

,.

i

iii

November

•

Full-Scale Faculty Survey of Low-Use Basic and Clinical Science
Journals Completed. This evaluation was conducted to launch a three
year program to upgrade the library's periodical coflection without
increasing substantially the number of subscriptions or the library's
periodical budget. Faculty response rate~for this evaluation was 92%
for the Basic Sciehces and 73% for the Clinical Sciences faculty.
The evaluation project will be reported in a forthcoming "brief com
munication" in the October 1978 issue of the Bulletin of the Medical
Library Association.

December

•

Publication of adobe medicus, the Bi-Honthly Hedical Center Library
Newsletter, Begins. While its principle purpose is a communications
medium with the library's primary user clientele, it also is distri
buted throughout the State of New Hexico and to a group of select
medical center libraries throughout the United States and Canada.

January

•

Hedical Center Library Staff Enrichment COl111littee Becomes Opera
tional. The Staff Enrichment Convnittee was formed on January 25,
�with its stated purpose being to acquaint all staff members
with scheduled activities which they might be interested in attending,
to encourage applications, and to review them with the aim of fairly
allocating travel funds, and providing the maximum possible number
of training/learning opportunities that would: I) be enriching to
Individual staff members, and 2) contribute to more effective func
tioning of the Hedical Center Library.

•

Popula� Reading Corner Established in Library. The absence of current
magazines and newspapers on the library's shelves was overcome by soli
citing donations of current magazines to establish a "recreational
reading corner," a popular user space, particularly among students.

•

Unaffi I lated User Fee Policy Established. To this date the I ibrary
had no ·mechanism to provide library borrowing privileges to unaffil
iated users other than asking potential borrowers to become "Friends
of the Library." Now it is possible for residents of the State to
use the Hedi�al Center Library without joining an organization.

•

Library User Guide Series Initiated. To bring about fuller utiliza
tion of library resources and services to its user clientele, the
library began publication in adobe medicus a User Guide Series dis
cussing various services and resources offered. To date the follow
ing have appeared in this series: I) Request for Book Purchases
2) Requests for Journal Subscriptions 3) On-Line Information Services
4) Interlibrary Loan Service 5) Library Gift Materials 6) Library
Binding Practices.

•

New Ubrary User Code Initiated. A mnemonic user code was developed
by library staff to facilitate improved coding for future analysis
of library use and collection utilization. Appropriate computer pro
gramming will allow detailed analysis of user groups and their li
brary use activities.

iv

January

•

Cost Sharln Pro ram with New Mexico Medical Communit Initiated
NCME Tape Sharing Program . This cost sharing plan was initiated by
the i; brary as another of its con,m.;n i ty out reach efforts to imp rove
the quality of Statewide health information service;s. Videocassettes
are received and shipped by the library twice monthly to participating
c0111Tiunities via Un,ited Parcel Service. The list of participating com
munities is lengthening and has proven to be one of the library's
successful outreach programs.

February

•

Supervisory Training Program Initiated. Designed to provide Func
tional Unit Heads with opportunities to increase their sup�rvisory
and management skills and to make the transition from theory to
practical application on the job, a regular training program began,'
conducted by the Director and senior library staff.

•

New On-Line Service Schedu,l e Intreduced by Reference Staff. To he Ip
speed the retrieval process in response to users' requests, a new
on-line service schedule guarantees that any search request received
before 2:DO p.m. will be completed before 5:00 p.m. the same day.
Service records indicate that the proposed schedule is a success.

•

Weekly Staff Bulletin Issued Regularly. Training schedules, person
nel news, and other job-related information is distributed via this
new communication vehicle on a regular basis to the entire library
staff.

Karch

April.

•

Library Initiates 24-Hour Statewide lnterloan Guaranteed Delivery
Service Through United Parcel Service Contract. The steady deterio
ration of postal service has made it necessary for the Medical Cen
ter Library to enter a service contract with another carrier. To
date UPA delivery in the State of New Mexico has proven to be far
superior to postal service deliveries to health care practitioners
throughout the State.

•

Serials, Newsletters, and Reports Collections Combined. As part of
a continuing effort to provide easier access to the library's re
sources, scattered materials were consolidated to form one collec
tion housed on the library's Plaza Level.

•

Library Hours Expanded Until Midnight. In response to a user survey
the library has introduced m1dnight closing hours. Monitoring of
.actual library attendance during these late hours, despite vigorously
voiced requests from students to date does not justify the increase.

•

"RCME s·icycle." A newly released news bulletin is specifically
designed for community hospitals or physician's groups participating
In the library-sponsored NCME tape sharing program. Its principle
purpose is. to announce tape topics, dates, ahd routings to keep par
ticipating communities posted on tape tour activities.

V

Hay

June

•

Grade and Salary Structure for Professional Library Staff Completed.
A general professional staff salary structure based on minimum re
quirements was developed and approved by the Medical Center Adminis
tration. Two series within six grades are recognized and provide a
simple and workable scheme for small to medium-sized Medical Center
Library staff.

•

LI brary Accounting Unit Es tab I i shed
For Budget and Fisea I Contro I .
An accountant and billing clerk comprise the newly established ac
counting unit designed to provide better budget and cost analysis
and to improve fiscal m�mi9ement of the Medical Center Library.

•

Library Staff Orientation Proqram Introduced. A formal orientation
program designed to give new employees an extensive overview and in
troduction to the Medical Center Library, its administration and
functions, was introduced as a regular staff activity under the di
rection of the Assistant Director.

•

Job Description Review Project·Completed. The library now has a
complete master file of
jub descriptions for all positions in
the clerical, technical, and professional areas.

•

Draft of library's Scope and Coverage Manual. The purpose of this
manual is to provide library staff with reasonably specific guide
lines for the selection of print and nonprint materials for inclu
sion In.the library's collection.

•

Relocation of Dental Program Library Materials. The Dental Program's
books and journals collection have been moved from their previous
housing at the Zimmerman Library on Main Campus to the Medical Center
Library where it will now support that program's North Campus acti
vities.

.

.
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director's report
Four factors_ can be identified as being instrumental
in shaping the first full year of the Medical Center
Library in its new quarters:
•

The vigorous growth of the UNM Medical Center
complex.

•

The accelerated demand on library resources.

•

The change in lib�ary use patterns brought on by
the new, attrac�ive, and much larger library facility.

•

The increased demand for existing library ser
vices, and the need for new services and service
capabilities.

The change in administration �f the Medical Center
Library in Spring of 1977 brought, as was expected,
a change in management philosophy which in turn had
a significant impact on overall goals and objectives
of the library, its basic service, and staff orien
tation.,
The introduction of a "no-circulation" policy of
journals published during the most recent five years
initiated a form of "resource sharing" for the Medi
cal Center Library user community. In the past, more
than 60% of all materials borrowed by library clien
tele were the most recent journals from the library
collection. As a result, users more often than not
found empty shelves. Thus, the real purpose of the
library was thwarted by the library's functioning
largely as a "circulating" or "public" library,
rather than a component of an academic institution
supporting research and teaching. Considerable ef
fort was made to interpret the librdry's new ser
vice and resource sharing philosop�y. The tradition
al yardstick for library service is frequently
thought of as operating under a free and unrestricted
lending policy. The purpose behind the seeming "re
striction" of the new no-circulation policy appeared
to some as a restriction of "rights and privileges•·
of faculty and students.

/

-�
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A second,minority view equated "access to info?'�
mation" with an individual's ability to physi
cally remove the item from the library, i.e.,
borrow the item. The fact, however, is that "ac
cess to information" is increased by the libraryf's
new policy.
Circulation statistics for the past year indicate
the degree of unavailability of current journal
materials under the ·library's former loan policy,
for a 30% reduction of materials circulated rep�
resents approximately a 50\ reduction of journals
formerly absen! from the collection.

ii

The general response of library users has been a
favorable one. In fact, even those who were among
the most vocal opponents of this new policy,
through the happy experiences of personal library
use during this past y��r, have grown into enthu
siastic supporters of the no-circulation policy
for recent journals.

j

I

The new service philosophy of the library has had
its impact in other areas. A change most visible
to library users was the introduction of a so
called "Information Desk" service. The Informa
tion Desk in the Main Lobby by the entranceway
of the Library is staffed around the clock with
the exception of evening hours when service is
provided from the Circulation rather than the
Information Desk. During this past year the Desk
was manned a total of 4,067 hours by trained li
brary staff as follows:
TABLE I

Information Desk Coverage
Hours

\ Time

Professional Staff

1,585.5

39%

Technical Staff /Days

1,308.5

33%

Technical Staff/Evenings

1.,os 2
.
91.5

26_%

4,067.,5

100\

Clerical Staff/Students
Total

2%

-

- -- ---�

..- -
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The nature and number of user inquiries are a
positive indication that this service feature of
the library is an unqualified success. Careful
statistics were kept.to identify necessary or
desirable modifications and changes. For exam
ple, an analysis of telephone inquiries disclosed
that changes in incoming telephone lines were
needed to by-pass the Information Desk and to
direct incoming service requests to the appropri
ate units in Library Operations. Analysis of
traffic patterns identified peak hours of user
traffic and influenced the scheduling of Refer
ence staff to provide needed back-up service.
A comparison of user inquiries of the past and
the previous fiscal year gives an indication of
the dramatic increase in user service demands in
the library.
TABLE 2
User Inquiries Comparison

Change
Number
i

76/77

77/78

Reference and User Education

4,169

7,878

3,682

User Assistance

7,481 18,448

10,967

+147\

11,677 26,326

14,649

+1'25\

Total

The total volume of user inquiries more than
doubled. Yet Public Service staff support was
no more than that available in the previous fis
cal year. It therefore was necessary to draw on
manpower from all areas in Library Operations,
including personnel from Technical Service Unit:;
at the profess{onal as well as the technical
level. In fact, of the total hours of Informatic,n
Desk service, 77% was provided by personnel in
Library Operations other than Reference staff.
This, in turn, created a serious drainage on
other units in Library Operations which also f{i't
the growing pains of an expanding facility, pa1·
ticularly Acquisitions and Cataloging. However
the record to date shows that the user services
provided in this new area is well worth the ef
fort.

♦

88\
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TABLE 3
Information Desk User Inquiries

I

Number

%

User Assistance

14,847

72.0%

Ready Reference

5,088

25.0%

User Education

482

2.2%

Content (Reference) Questions

163

0.8%

Total

20,580 100.0%

A new service can only succeed if appropriate
preparation is made to achieve and to maintain a
standard of high quality. To this effect the
Reference staff, who were responsible for the
coordination of the Information Desk service,
undertook an extensive training program. By the
end of the fiscal year the orientation and train
ing program for Information Desk staff had
achieved rather definitive qualities. The new
fiscal year can thus begin with a well developed
and well documented training program.
It stands to reason that during the past year the
most significant aspect of in�service training
conducted by Reference staff was indeed the
training of Information Desk staff, as shown
below:

TABLE 4
In-Service Training by Reference Staff
Clock
Preparation
Hours
Time

Man
Hours

Information Desk Training

36.0

49

156.0

New Employee Orientation

1.0

3

9.0

18.5

18

98.5

55.5

70

263.5

Policy/Progr. Review, Cont. Edu.
Total

5
The reorg�nization of staff, the introduction of
on-the-job training courses, formal orientation
courses for new employees, technical training,
supervisory training, in fact, the introduction
of a massive staff development program on the
home front were regarded one of the most signi
ficant achievements during this past year, be
cause the development of a competent staff is
basis for improved library service and the assur�
ance of a healthy growth potential of the library
and its services in the years to come. An atten
dant feature of this staff development program
was a complete review, update, and rewriting of
every job description, the establishment of a
professional grade and salary structure, the es
tablishment of a Staff Enrichment Committee
charged with the promotion of staff ffarticipa:-
tion in extramural activities, and in local, re
gional, and national continuing education oppor
tunities for all staff.
In retrospect, one must also regard the enormous
staff turnover this past year a very healthy
sign, which had a significant impact on the ac
complishments of the past year. An effort to
fill vacant positions with employees of superior
potential has added tremendous strength in the
ranks of the library's tec�nical staff, and has
allowed significant reorganization in practically
all units within Library Operations.
A natural sequel to the arrival of a new and
eager staff is the generation of fresh ideas and
a critical view of existing policies and proce
dures. Many areas of the library were operating
without the aid of policy and procedure manuals.
During this past year a number of units have
successfully completed either working drafts or
definitive docu�ents, among them the Cataloging
Unit, the Interlibrary Loan Unit, and the Serials
and Binding Unit. Others are in various stages
of development. The end of this coming fiscal
year should see a well developed set of documen-
tation for all phases of Library Operations.
By June 1978. 75% of all librarv staff had been with
the library less than 18 months, 66% less than one
year, and 33%. less than six months. While such an
extra�rdinary high turnover, alon� with a consider
able �nflux of new staff, could signify �otential
�oss in oro�ress or production .because of time snent
in orienting and training new employees, achievement

and measurable production, in fact, increased drama
ticallv. Acquisitions of monographic materials more
than doubled. Cataloging increased bv 34\, Interli
brary Loan service to the New Mexico Health Care Com
munity increased by more than 60%. Service speed,
i.e., "throughput time" for requests received for
21t-hour turn around. had risen to 100\ by June 1978,
and promises to stabilize at 98%.
!\

The manner of past "statistic keeping" in on-line
service activities p_revents an accurate compari
son between the previous and the immediate past
fiscal year. A study conducted by Reference
staff in December 1977, however, disclosed that
on-line (MEDLIN�) service usage is concentrated
in a relatively small number of individual users.
While use by a specific department may seem high,
this has, at times,. masked the fact that only one
or two individuals within that department are
actually using on-line services of the library •.

I

While MEDLINE presently is not used to its capa
city, a look at Table 5, however, discloses a
gratifying distribution among the library's user
groups:
Table 5
On-Line Service Activity
by User Group
FY 1977/78

\

Researchers

27.5\

Patient Care Physicians

21t.4\

Allied Health Personnel

1.3\

Other Health Pr..ofessionals

9.0%

Students

27.0%

Other Users

10.8\

An attempt to reach the New Mexico Health Practi
tioner community also is reflected in on-line
service activity for the past year. A full 20%
of all on-line searches were performed for New
Mexico community physicians not affiliated with
the UNM ,Medical Center ca_mpus:

7
TABLE 6
On-Line Service.Activity
by UNM Affi:lation
FY 1977/78
North Campus (except Nursing & Pharmacy)

51%

Nursing

17\

Pharmacy

5\

Main Campus

7\

New Mexico Health Practitioners

20\

A careful monitoring of traffic patterns and
user demands and a correlation with the more
economical "non-prime time" rates for connect
hour charges resulted in a new schedule of on
line services. One improvement resulting from
this modification is a new high in service deli
very speed or throughput time, remarkable mostly
because it was achieved in spite of a serious
manpower shortage.
Table 7
Service Delivery Speed
(Throughput Time)
FY 1977/78
Searches Performed:
Less than 24 hours

70\

Within one day

20\

Two days or more

10\

Plans for the coming year to raise awareness
among Medical Center Library user groups of online services include mini-workshops, individual
and group orientations to the library's on-line
services, and accelerated publicity through the
library's bulletin, adobe medicus.

8
I I

The first year of operation in this new and lar
ger library quarters had put demands on existing
library staff which could only be met by a de
voted, hard-working, c.ooperative staff, and by
deploying various "volunteers" and "semi-volun
teers" to cope with the rising workloads, and to
bridge critical areas during transitional period,.�.
Personnel staffing and the use of work-study stu
dents in all areas of Library Operations received
a careful re-examination. In past years the num
ber of students and the total student hours uti
lized to operate the Medical Center Library were
far in excess of what can be tolerated under
sound principles of management. An analysis of
work-study student records from January l throu[h
December 1977 disclosed the following distribu
tion of work-study students by department and
the percentage of turnover.
Table 8
Students by Department and Percentage
of Turnover Based on Students Assigned
As of Hired As of
1977 12/77
1/77

I

I

-l

j

I

Turnover
Rate--77

Circ. & Shelvers

8

34

5

463%

Cataloging

1

1

0

0\

Kedia Center

2

6

1

175%

Serials

3.,

0

0%

Interlibrary Loan

1

1

1

100%

Acquisitions

l

1

1

100%

A preliminary study of time required on the part
C?f supe1;vis�ry personnel in the recruiting, hir
ing, orienting, training, and supervising of
· 1f0rk-study students disclosed that staff time
spent on these activities did not justify the
employment of work-study students in certain
c1;itical area� of Library Operations. In addi
tion to the high cost of managing such a work
study student program, the tremendous turnover
a1!1ong these students severely impairs the stabi
l�ty, contiriuf.ty, and quality of library activi
ties and services. Students are now being used
to an extent and to a degree of responsibility

9
that can be tolerated by the size of the Library
Operation. The most critical area where student
assistants comprised the majority of available
manpower, was the Serials Unit. By the end of
this fiscal year the reorganization and re-as
signment of permanent staff to this unit has in
creased its potential to a high level of expec
tation.
The Circulation Department which relied almost
exclusively on the services of work-study stu
dents also was significantly reorganized. A full
time employee functioning as a day Circulation
Clerk (CETA) and a second full-time permanent
employee functioning as an Evening Supervisor,
had lent the Circulation activities greater sta
bility, and u?ers are .now being accommodated
largely by permanent library staff, with work
study_ student_s serving in a support role.
Even though permanent staff was increased some
what, present library staff has expanded its
working capacity to the point where additional
workloads will be difficult to absorb. The ac
quisitions and collection development activities
of the library shall serve as an example. An
analysis of the Medical Center Library budget for
this past fiscal year shows that approximately
40\ of the library budget is allocated to Collec
tion Development activities. Howev�r, only 16%
of the total personnel budget goes to library
staff responsible for the collection and acquisi
tions activities in the library, which includes
identification, selection, ordering, and moni
toring the flow of monographic, reference, gov
ernment documents, and nonprint (A-V) materials.
Table 9

UNM Medical Center Library Budget
FY 1977 /78
% of Total
\ of Total
Library
Personnel
Budget
Budget*
Administration

13.6%

22%

Public Services

30.5%

37%

Acquisitions

41.6%

16\

Technical Processing

14. 3%

20%

*Excludes 5% hourly wages for all Departments

10
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The true picture, however, does not become ap
parent until the Acquisitions budget is analyzed
in view of the fact that bond funds or other
sources of funds for collection development acti
vities are not included in this portion of the
library's budget. The ratio of the materials
portion of the budget to the personnel portion
of the Acquisitions budget receives an additional
distortion as shown in Table 10.
Table 10
UNM Medical Center Library
Acquisitions Budget
FY 1977/78

I
I
j
I

.'/
I
,j

1

Excluding
Bond Funds

Including
Bond Funds

Personnel

22%

15\

Periodicals, Binding & Books

75%

83%

3\

2%

Other

Increases in library materials budgets require
adequate manpower to support such collection de
velopment efforts. In the case of the Medical
Center Library such personnel support is pres
ently inadequate. This inadequacy has been
underscored by the expansion of programs on the
Medical Center campus which requ.ire an agressive
collection development activi½Y• For example,
a grant to the College of Nursing to develop a
Graduate Program for a Masters degree in Nursing
brought with it a three-year collection develop
ment grant of $45,000, with no additional man
power support to cope with the ensuing workloads
in the library's Acquisitions Unit. As a re
sult, the project, which was initiated this past
year and is described in its various ramifica
tions in the Library Operations portion of this
Report cannot be managed by the library as ex
peditiously as one might desire.
The question of library support by the various
components of the Medical Center is a most criti
cal issue which bears careful examination durin�
this coming year. By tradition, the present
Medical Center Library, which began as the UNM
School of Medicine Library, has been largely
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supported through resources allocated froa·the
.
UNH School
of Medicine. Other components of
the UMH Medical Center campus are being served
by the library _which now functions as a Medical
Center Library. Yet the sources of support for
the Medical Center Library disclose that the
School of Medicine, one of a number of componer:ts,
to date provides the major source of support fc�
the Medical Center Library. A comparison of
library user groups and library use, a study
made in mid-1977 discloses the following distri
bution among library user groups of the Medical
Center Library.
Table 11

Summary af
Library User Groups and Library, Use
User
Library
Groups
Use

•

UNM North Campus·raculty
Medical Students

Nursing & Pharmacy Students.
Residents & Interns
UNM Main Campus F aculty�
Graduate Students
State
Other (BCMC)
Total
*

11.3%

10.9\

7.7%

9.4\

27.3%

38.1%

5.7%

9.2\

16.3%

11.0\

7.2\

6.9\

24.5\

14.5%

100.0\

100.0\

Includes. Nursing and Pharmacy Faculty

Table 11 shows that Nursing and Pharmacy stu
dents by far constituted the iargesi user grour,
at.the time this analysis was made, and that
Main �ampus faculty and graduate students use
the library to the same degree as North Campus
faculty

..
The_Libra�y User Instruction.Program init
du�ing t�is past !iscal year may serve as iated
yet
. another illustration. The extent to whic
effort could be quantified clearly indic h the
ates
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that user instruction and educational programs
were principally directed toward the College of
Nursing (44%), .the second largest beneficiary
being the College of -Pharmacy (22%), and the
School of Medicine being a poQr third.

I

Table 12
Library User Instruction
1977 /78
Man Hours
Clock Hours

I

I

Allied
Health

---------------------- ·--Medicine

Nursing

Pharmacy

BCMC
--.

-

Graduate
School

During this past year, the Office of the Associate
Comptroller assisted the library in compiling a man
power table of the various administrative units
which comprise the "Affiliated" user groups of the
Medical Center but exclude faculty and students from
the Hain Campus now being served by the Medical Cen
ter Library, as shown in Tables 11 and 12. Weighted
FTE's were expressed in percentage figures, assign
ing values ranging from l.00W for full-time faculty
to 0.OSW for non-exempt staff to provide·a rational
basis for an analysis of the library's Medical Cen
A· summary appears below; the full
ter clientele.
Table may· be found in the Appendix of this report.
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Table 13

UNM Medical Center Library
User Group Distribution
Administrative Unit
School of Medicine (including BCMC
house officers)
Allied Health Sciences

Size of··
User Group
47.71\
4.61%

College of Nursing

19.07%

College of Pharmacy

16.351

Medical Center/Miscellaneous Units

3.031

BCMC

6.151

Mental Health Center

3.081

Total

100.001

Even though it represents les� than 501 of the li
brary's affiliated user groups, the School of Medi
cine contributes �lmost 701 of the library's budget.
Thus the allocation of library support for under
graduate programs on the Medical Center campus, the
review of various user groups and administrative
units who conceivably should become partners in pro
viding support to the Medical Center Library budget,
and the growth of programs and space demands for
library use are problems which will become major in
the near future.
In summary, the matter of Medical Center Library
support is a critical issue. The problem may assume
another dimension within the next few years because
of the initial design of the Medical Center Library.
Non-participation by the College of Nursing in ob
taining grant support for an integrated library re
sulted in the planning of a building which is not
large enough to accommodate all library user needs
as the Medical Center continues to grow.
Community outreach and the development of a strong
and positive working relationship with the health
car� practitioners of the New Mexico community con
tinues to be a top priority of the Medical Center
Library. Towards this goal, one of its bases for
community outreach, namely the Interlibrary Loan
Program, received prime attention during the past

I

�1

I

I

year. As was reported earlier in this document, the
Interlibrary Loan Unit not only expanded its ser
vice base, but upgraded its service capability suf
ficiently to provide a secure and strong basis for
further outreach service.
Much time was spent during the past year to explore
potential means to develop a support basis for the
establishment of a Community Services Division in
the Medical Center Library. A number of draft pro
posals were discussed with representatives of the
New Mexico Health Care community. The Director and
the Community Services Librarian met with represen
tatives of the New Mexico Hospital Association and
the New Mexico State Medical Society, as well as the
Chairman of Continuing Medical Education for the
State Medical Society and other officers during this
past year to explore mutual concerns and· interests.
The need for a statewide health information service
was recognized by -all. · In an official communica
tion from the Executive Vice President of the New
Mexico Hospital Association and the House of Dela
gates of the New Mexico Medical Society in Novem
ber 1977, a commitment was made to support activi
ties towards achieving this goal, possibly through
legislative support.
In an effort to begin reaching members of these two
groups, namely, community hospitals and practicing
physicians, the library undertook a survey of all
New Mexico hospitals, with the objective to identify
library and information resources and service capa
bilities at the community level. A mailing list has
been developed and is now being used to communicate
reg�larly with all community hospitals, and to as
sess support services the library could provide in
anticipation of a community-wide program based at
the·Medical Center Library.
The second phase of this initial outreach program
concerned a full mailing to all County Medical Soci
eties in the State, offering them a resource sharing
program for the Network for Continuing Medical Edu
cation (NCME) Program. The result of this indica
tion was most gratifying. In January 1978, this
cost sharing plan with the New Mexico physicians'
community was initiated with the foJ.lowing communi
ties participating:
Farmington
Santa Fe
Las Cruces
Hobbs
Roswell
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Other communities who will be joining the tape shar
ing program in the near future include:
Alamagordo
Gallup
Los Alamos
Raton
Silver City
Wi1&dow Rock
To date all indications are that this outreach
attempt to the New Mexico physicians' community
has been an unaualified success. During its An
nual Meeting in May 1978 the House of Delegates
commended the library for its outreach program.
An official communication from the Executive Di
rector of the New Mexico Medical Society to the
UNa School of Medicine indicated that the efforts
of the Medical Center Library to reach the New
Mexico County Medical Societies with thE! Con
tinuing Medical Education program were indeed a
welcome service. �
This past year has served to develop and establish
firm communicatio_n with New Mexico's physicians
and hospitals to.provide a sound basis for long
term program development. The Table below identi
fies potential cost-sharing arrangements for the
development of a New Mexico Health Information and
Community Hospital Outreach Program which would be
based at the UNM Medical Center Library and which
would involve in an active partnership New Mexico
hospitals, their libraries, and New Mexico physi
cians and Medical Societies.

Erika Love, Professor and Director
Medical Center Library
The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico
. July 1978

I I
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Table 14
New Mexico Health Information and Community Hospital
Outreach Services Based at UNM Medical Center ... Library
Cost Sharing Matrix

Basic Costs
library Operations = State Appropriation
Outreach Service •·Medical Societies,
.•· Hospitals
Incremental Costs
U�budgeted Requests= Fee for Service

.I

• I.II
QI
•ri
+-I
QI

•ri

0
0

Cl)

,-t '
<11

(/)

O .

:i::

>,
+-'
•ri
i::

�:c ui
11>

Library Component

I

(/)
,-t
<11
+-'
•ri
p.

0

Funded By

Phy�ical Facility & Maintenance Cost

X

Administration & Management

·I

X

Outreach & Program Development

X

Resource & Collection Development

X

X

Undergraduate Education Support
Continuing Education Support (CME)

X

X

Library Service-Community Hospitals

X

X

Library Service-Individual M.D.'s

X

X

Library Consultation Service

\

I
..

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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administration
Reported by Theresa Haynes, Assistant to the Director

The Office of Administration assumed an additional
workload during the past fiscal year when the Di
rector began her year as President-Elect of the
Medical Library Association. In addition to those
tasks regarded as routine responsibilities in the
Director's Office, this added dimension brought on
numerous tasks and responsibilities over and above
those usually associated with this office, i.e.,
national and international correspondence, prepara
tion of numerous manuscripts, monitoring and record
control of an extensive file of national committees
and offices, board minutes and reports, and the
preparation of volume mailing, often on a twice
weekly basis.
An added workload generated by the overall upgrad
ing of service in Library Operations with virtually
no clerical staff necessitated creation of a cen
tral support system, including a typing pool, a
control file and corresponden�e log for that divi
sion, and other activities re�uiring editorial, ad
ministrative, secretarial, clerical, and typing
skills by the Assistant to the Director and her
clerical support staff of two CS IV assistants.
Several innovative activities became part of the
Office of Administration over the past fiscal year.
The first of these was a bi-monthly library bulle
tin, adobe medicus, issued for the first time on
the occasion of the Medical Center Library Dedica
tion last October. Its major objectives are:
• To serve as the chief communication vehicle
between the Medical Center Library and iss ever
increasing clientele.
• To function as a visible publicity medium
adding to the library's community outreach efforts
within New Mexico.
• To provide library staff with experience in
development of written communicat,ion skills.
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adobe medicus also serves .as a news release by way
of a New Book List that announces select titles ac
quired by the librarv durin2 the previous month.
The New Book List is issued as a free-standin2 pub
lication on the alternate months when adobe medicus
is not printed. The following distribution was
made of adobe medicus and the New Book List during
the first seven months of operation.
Table 15
adobe medicus/New Books Distribution
November-June 1978
New Book
adobe
per
List
medicus
issue II issues 7 issues
Full Time Faculty in Schools of:
Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy

1,108

U.S. Medical Center Libraries

55

220

New.Mexico Health Sci. Libraries

51

2011

357

Zimmerman Library

3

12

21

BCMC

3

12

21

Other Campus Departments

18

72

126

Medical Center Library

19

76

133

Misc.& Extras (includes State
Library, Sti'lte Record Center, etc.)

211

96

3

1150

1,800

2,600

Total

-I

1,939

277

adobe medicus only

A specific service to library staff has been publi
cation of a weekly "Library Staff Bulletin," design
ed to communicate information and pertinent announce
ments to a growing staff population. Another project
involving extensive preparation of written materials
was the development of an In-Service Training Pro
gram, conducted by the Director.
The Staff Enrichment Committee, established by the
Director in January 1978, has·as its purpose to pub
licize Continuing Education uyportunities for all
staff members. The Comfilittee reviews application
requests for attendance with the aim of fairly al
locating administrative leave and available budget
funding. By this means the.maximum number of staff

I
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members may benefit from the training/learning op
portunities that 1) enrich individual staff members,
and 2) contribute to more effective functioning of
the Medical Center Library.

_I

A major change directly affecting the Office of Ad
ministration was the establishment of a separate
Accounting Unit in April 1978. Fiscal and budgetary
matters thus were eliminated from the Administrative
Assistant's job responsibilities. Fiscal control,
including all billing, verification of invoices, pay
roll, and other financial aspects of Library Opera
tions were placed under the supervision of a quali
fied Accounting Technician, who is now assisted by
a billing clerk. One goal of the Accounting Unit
for the coming year will be to establish centralized
controls along with reliable and ��mely records of.
expenses and revenues which will be carefully moni
tored on a current basis.
All other responsibilities of the Administrative
Assistant position were taken on by the Assistant
to the Director, and combined with supervising
secretarial and clerical support staff in the Direc
tor's Office, coordinating the c,entral secretarial
and typing pool, in addition to those responsibili
ties inherent in the Assistant to the Director's
position.
The coming year will continue to demand "extra
curricular" support to the Director, who was in
stalled as President of the Medical Library Asso
ciat�o� in June 1?78. However, a number of newiy
specified tasks will elevate the Office of Ad-.
ministration to an even greater level of effi
ciency:
•

Establishment of a uniform departmental filing
system;

•

Documentation of existing office procedures;

•

Refinement in a number of control files, i.e.,
library building keys, and reservation sched
ules for study carrels and conference rooms;

•

Establishment of a master form file for all
library units.

I
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Report of Program Development Officer
When Dr. Robert T. Divett returned to the library
on January 1, 1978 from his 10-month sojourn at the
Zimmerman Library, we was designated Program De
velopment Officer to function as a Special Assis
tant to the Director.
Patron Assistance
• Information Desk Assignment. Starting February 6,
he was assigned a daily period on the library's In
formation Desk. This assignment has varied from one
to four hours per day, a total of 169 hours over the
five month period, an average �f 8 hours per week.

• Additional Patron Assistance. · Faculty and stu
dents who have known Dr. Divett in the past choose,
upon occasion, to approach him for assistance, even
though this is not his present assignment. It is
estimated that he has spent 32 hours over the six
month period answering their needs.

Assigned Projects
Reference Collection Project
• Reference Collection Policy. In consultation
with the Director, the Collection Development Offi
cer, the Senior Reference Librarian, and other staff
members, he drafted a new Reference Collection Poli
cy with a subject collection grid. A final draft
of this policy has been reviewed by the Library
Committee.
• Development of Reference Collection. Using the
new Re.ference Collection Policy and subject collec
tion grid as a guide, he compiled a bibliography
of important reference works. Items were selected
from Medical Reference Works and its three supple
ments,·sheehy 1 s Guide to Reference Books, Walford's
Guide to Reference Material, the National Library
of Medicine Current Catalog, the existing Reference
Collection, and various other bibliographies. This
bibliography attempted to list those reference tools
that, meeting the policy and subject collection grid,
were needed in the Reference Collection to answer
most of the reference questions asked by patrons.
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The bibliography was then checked against the li
brary's card catalog and seria�s holdings list to
determine if the library already owned the item, and
if so, did it have the latest editions, and also if
standing orders had been placed in cases were new
editions are frequently published. Dr. Divett also
hand checked each title then in the Reference Collec
tion to determine its current usefulness to the col
lection. Of these 1,515 titles, it �as deter•ined
that:
•

72% (1,089) of the titles were already owned by_
the library.

•

15% of the owned titles needed updating or to
have standing orders placed. They were sent to
Collection Development for processing orders.

•

74% (318) of the titles not owned by the library

were sent to Collection Development for purchase.

•

14% of the not owned titles proved to be out-of
print federal documents that could not be ordered.

•

9% of the not owned tit�es were rejected after
further study.

The library already owned nearly all the major
reference works in subjects fitting the previous
Reference Collection policy, however a significant
part of the collection needed updating. It was in
areas newly added to the profile that the library
did not have adequate holdings. The project was
essentially completed on June 1, 197B.
Other projects s + ill in progress include a review
of aqvances in technology affecting automated li
brary circulation and inventory systems, monitor
ing the one year experimental off-site serials
checkin project of the library, and reviewing
methods of handling government documents in a medi
cal library environment.
Below is an approximate timetable distribution re
flecting the various activities of the Program De
velopment Officer and their extent for the past
six months.

!!
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Table 16

:I

Program Development Officer
Time Distribution
January-June 1978

i

Information Desk
Additional Patron Assistance
Reference Collection Project
Circulation Svstem Project
Off-Site Serials C_heckin Project
Government Documents Project
Preparing Misc. Reports, etc.
Staff Development Meetings
Workshop
Annual Leave
Sick Leave
Non-Productive Time
I

* Does

Total

Hours
169
32
343
168
48
32
16
16
16

%

16. 77
3.17
34.03
16.67
4.76
3.17
1.59
1.59
1.59

88

8.73

40

40

3.97
3.97

::i, 008

100.01

not total to 100% because of rounding
factor.

All items except Information Desk, Annual Leave
and Sick Leave are estimated figures based on
calendar and project notes. No log of times
was kept. Information Desk times are hours ac
tually on the desk, not just scheduled times.

*
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library operatiorr-s
Cecile

c.

Quintal, Associate Director
l

After a little more than a year in new quarters,
progress continues in the library's operations and
services. With the move into a much larger faci
lity, the demands upon the library for resources
and services have increased enormously.
The following orogress report highlights activi
ties and staff accomplishments during the past
year in Library Operations, represented by techni
cal or resource and support services, and public
services.
Resource and Support Services
•

Collection Development and Acquisitions

Collection Develooment is striving to meet the de
mand for resources by making a constant effort to
ascertain the information neeQS of the UNM Medical
Center Complex, and to provi�e guidelines for the
ongoing systematic development of the collection.
To this effect a "Scope and Coverage Manual" was
developed. The first draft of this document incor
orates a Reference Collection policy statement
and sets forth the library's selection and acquisi
tions policies.
The Acquisitions Unit more than doubled its volume
of monographic acquisitions. from 1,190 to 2.761
titles. Of these 159 new editions and 318 new
items were added to the Reference Collection.
•

Cataloging

As in several units in Library Operations, a poli
cy and orocedural manual was completed by the cata
loging staff during this report year. Through the.
efficient·use of CATLINE and OCLC, two maier mach
ine readable data bases providing b1bliogrirnhic in
formation and a sound staff devel·o.oment p·rogram,
catalog production increased by Bame 500 titles
without increase in staff. Progress also was made
in processing the Pharmacv collection transferred
from the Zimmerman Library to the Medical Center
Library. Although a backlog still exists, further
refinement of internal procedures and workflow
should result iri-a si�nificant increa�e of items
cataloged this coming year.

l I

•

Serials

In an attempt to develop a quality journal collec
tion, 155 new titles were added� An evaluation
from faculty and staff of some 180 low-or-no-use
journals resulted in the cancellation of 61 titles.
To increase collection security some 300 high-use
titles were identifed for tattle-taping current
issues as they are received. A new binding policy
was implemented to assure the presence of current
issues on the shelf for a reasonable period before
they are removed for binding. In an attempt to
deal more efficiently with receipt of some 12,000
journal issues annually, an experimental off-site
checkin project was initiated in August 1977 with
a subscription agent. The service package now
being tested consists of the library's current
serials receipts processed for the shelf "off-site"
and shipped regularly to the Library. An in-depth
analysis of this experiment is in progress.

l
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•

Stack and Collection Maintenance Support

Stack and user space areas were divided into "user
service zones," and for each a team of students
was assigned responsibility. Other stack mainte
nance activities included weeding out-of-scope
documents from the stacks, and integrating news
letters and reports into the current journal col
lection. Still other activities included an on-go
ing program of mending and repair, as well as tat
tle-taping the pre-1950 journals. In addition, the
entire Reference Collection was double-checked to
ensure the presence of tattle-tape in each volume.
•

Systems Support

A reorganization of the Systems Unit took place in
January with the hiring of a new part-time program
mer. The control of job requests and contact points
with the Computer Center were ce.ntralized in this
unit. Fifteen program modifications were made to
streamline processes. A disk pack was purchased by
the library to assure safe storage of library data
and to increase reliability of daily processing.
Public Services

•
: I

Information and Reference

An Information Desk was created to provide a focal
point fo1' USf,,f information needs. This desk is
staffed by tecnnical and professional personnel of
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Library Operations. The desk was staffed 4,068
hours and handled 20,580 user inquiries during
this report period. A training program was inau
gurated by the Reference staff to ensure continued
quality service from this desk.

Streamlining procedures and improved scheduling of
staff in Reference resulted in same-day service
for computer searching. Substantial progress was
made by Reference staff in developing and conduct
ing user orientation programs. A major upgrading
of the Reference collection was begun in February
and the first phase essentially completed by June.
A permanent reserve collection of core textbooks
for student use and a new book shelf were estab
lished in cooperation with the Reference staff.
•

Media Center

The Media Center maintained a low profile but con
tinued to make modest advances in the acquisition
of nonprint materials. An inventory of audiovisual
material was conducted in December 1977. An audio
visual review process was initiated for the pur
chase of media packages for the Medical Center Li
brary with concurrence from the Library Committee.
A
major goal of the coming year will be the fur
ther strengthening of the library's media resources.
• . Circulation
A new user code system was implemented in January
1978 to streamline and to simplify identification
and analysis of user groups. Hours were extended
from 8:00 am to 7:30 am Monday through Friday, and
from 11:00 pm to midn 4 ght Sunday through Thursday.
A new position of Evening Supervisor was created
in August, who also functioned as the information
resource person at night and on Sunday evenings. A
major task of "cleaning up"circulation records was
undertaken by the Circulation staff. The immediate
goal was to identify "false" checkout records.
In May 1977 a new policy restricting circulation of
journals less than five years old was implemented.
The resultant decrease in circulation reflects
their greater availability in the library at all
times, � fact which has been received with satis
faction by library clientele.

ii I
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•

Interlibrary Loan

A total reorganization and streamlining of proce
dures and scheduling of staff resulted in 100%
same day service for Interlibrary Loan by the end
of the report ye.ar. While ILL volume of service
to the cornmunity-.at -large increased more than 6 O %
our own demand for interlibrary loans remained
steady, improving the library's net lender ratio
from 2� 6: 1 to 4. 2: 1, an indication of the library's
increase in self-suffi�iency, in part due to an
improvement in its own resources. The unit also
produced a new Interlibrary Loan policy and proce
dural manual, and compiled a New Mexico Basic Unit
Directory for librarv use.
•

Staff Development

A major effect of increased demands for resources
and services was the need for additional staff
which, in turn, necessitated an intensive staff
development program. Much time and effort was spent
to provide an in-depth orientation program for each
new employee. Every job description was carefully
examined and re-written for operational staff to
reflect competencies required. In addition, on--the
job training was done not only for new staff but
for existing staff as well. Program briefings were
held from January to May to provide all staff with
an overview and understanding of the individual
functional areas. A highlight for supervisory
staff was the Supervisor Training Skills course
established by the ,Director. She also created a
Staff Enrichment Committee to monitor and encourage
requests for attendance at national and local meet
ings, training workshops, and other continuing edu
cation opportunities for all staff.

[
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Continued staff upizrading is vital to maintain
aualitv library services to the Medical Center com
plex. Two public service areas in particular need
additional staffing: 1) Reference Service, and 2)
Documents Service. Availability of professional
staff members for Collection Development and Refer
ence assistance in the arecl of Government Documents
would be of inestimable value to faculty and stu
dents, but primarily to the research component.
Publication and distribution policies at the local,
federal, and international level are in a constant
state of flux. To assure the availability of im
portant documents requires a knowledgeable resource
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person to handle them. To maintain the pre�ent
level of Reference service dell!ands a minimum of a
half-time Reference Librarian. To respond to the
rate ef increase, the Reference staff will need to
be expanded by at least one more professional and
aome technical staff. A total of 26,326 user in
quiries last year, in contrast to 11,677 the pre
vious year, gives some indication of future staff
needs in the Reference area alone.
A third area needing professional staff is Cata
loging. A half-time professional catalo2er is
needed to cope with the existing workload.
Future Plans
Major task and work flow analvses were undertaken
d.uring this reoort year in all operational areas.
Although a 200d beginnin� has been made, the next
year's prime obiective wil+ Je to re-analyze the
tasks and flow of materials through the processing
areas and into the collection. In addition, a syn
thesis of all the individual functional areas will
be undertaken to effect a unified entity in the
operation of the library. Future tasks ·that need
to be accomplished in addition to those previously
mentioned are
In general:
Cost analysis of the operation;
Systems analysis of the operation.
In particular:
Documents control;
Increased cataloging productivity;
Circulation control, including overdues.
Following are the reports and statistics from the
individual program areas.
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collection development
Reported by Elvin Bess, Collection Development Officer
With the March 1977 changeover to a new administra
tion, the former Head of T�chnical Services was
designated Collection Development Officer and
charged with systematically upgrading the collec
tion. With the appointment of an experienced pro
fessional librarian who can devo�e full time to
evaluating and strengthening the collection, it is
expected that library holdings will grow stronger
in all subject areas.

I

In pursuit of this goal, Collection Development ef
forts this year have been quite aggressive. For e�
ample, acquisitions of monographic material in
creased by 132% over the previous fiscal year
(2761 volumes as compared to 1190), and 155 new
serials were subscribed to (76 journals and 79
monographic.series).

·/

The increase in acquisitions of monographs, espe
cially, is evidence of the added attention being
given to Collection Development. Many items re
ceived, such as those from publishers not repre
sented by the library's book agent, (Majors Scien
tific Books, Inc.) would not have been acquired
through the agent's approval plan profile. These
"direct orders" originated from various sources,
including faculty requests, recommendations from
library staff (including the Director), and the
Collection Development Officer.
The new journal titles added to the 1978 subscrip�
tion list originated largely through faculty recom
mendations. This indication of faculty interest in
the development of the library's collection is
most gratifying and deemed of utmost importance.

I

Two large-scale programs were undertaken in 1977
as early steps in the improvement of the collec
tion: 1) a complete book inventory designed so as
to produce a complete computer printout of all
books and monographs in the library's collection,
and 2) a combined faculty/staff �valuation of some
180 low- or no-use journals to determine which ·of
these should be dropped from the 1978 journal sub
scription list. As a result, 61 subscriptions wert
discontinued, while 119 low-use titles were re
tained. The combined faculty/staff evaluation was
considered to be only the first phase of a full
scale evaluation of the entire journal collection.
Participation was 93% among basic sciences, and
78\ among clinical sciences faculty.

/}
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The inventory·printout of the library's book col
lection by call number provides the library, in
essence, with a subject listing of all the librarf's
books. This listing will be kept up to date by the·
addition of new acquisitions as they are received,
and by the deletion of discarded items to maintain
a running book inventory.
The initial printout was found to have many com
puter errors. These, along with the various ano
malies found in the bibliographic records during
the inventory, are now being corrected by our Pro
grammer and the Cataloging staff--an arduous task
which is expected to last until January 1979. Even
in its present state the inventory printout has
been reasonably useful as an evaluation tool. When
fully corrected it will shoW-the number of titles
the library has in any particular subject area
(defined by call number), and by imprint date-;
thereby indicating the relative strength of the
various subject areas, particularly in up-to•date
materials.
A quality control program to evaluate the perfor
mance of the library's book agent was undertaken
to ensure that the library is receiving all the
titles it should be receiving under our approval
plan profile. The book output of six publishing
houses will be reviewed at a time, in an on-going
program.
The advent of new Medical Center programs also fo
cused Collection Development attention on perti
nent subject areas. For example, a grant awarded
to the College of Nursing for a Graduate Nursing
Program provides for the addition of resource ma
terials in the amount of $15,000 per year for three
years to the library's collection. This influx of
books, journals, and audio-visuals should strength
en the Nursing portion of the collection immeasur
ably.
Similarly, strong interests and �pecial research
activities among faculty provided stimul�s for
added emphasis on specific areas, such as Dietetics
and Nutrition, and Occupational Safety and Health.
The library's Government Document depository pro
file also has been revised to better reflect sup
port in certain subject areas.
Besides the foregoing new programs, the re-locatior
of the Dental Program from Main Campus to the Nort�
Campus Medical Center also necessitates an evalua
tion of materials in the collection for Dental Hy
giene and Dental Assistants.
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Current projects designed to improve all areas of
the collection include:
• Revision of the library's subject listing of
journals. This categorized listing should prove
useful for accreditation questionnaires as well as
for determining areas of strength and weakness in
the journal collection. This revision is scheduled
for completion in August 1978.
• Drafting of a comprehensive Scope and Coverage
Manual, currently undergoing review and designed
to provide specific guidelin�s for the selection
of print and nonprint items for inclusion in the
library's collection. Salient features of the manual
include selection guidelines for Core Subjects,
Related Subjects, and Peripheral Subjects (scope),
along with these three groups' corresponding levels
of collection coverage: Comprehensive (but not
inclusive) Level, Research Level, and Referenc:E!
Level. Also covered are selection guidelines by
form or type of material, additional guidelines for
nonprint materials, and additional guidelines for
Reference works. The manual also identifies those
subject areas which overlap with other University
of New Mexico libraries and identifies the Collec
tion Development obligations of the Medical Center
Library in these defined areas.
• Determination of those commercial, associational
and university publishers of biomedical materials
that are not represented by the library's book
agent. These publishers were contacted and asked
to add this library to their mai"l-ing lists for
catalogs and announcements. As these are received,
they are examined for selections that should be
added to the library's collection, in-scope selec
tions that otherwise might not have been acquired.

!

Re�ular re�iew of Interlibrary Loan requests to
ide.ntify possible areas of weakness in the collec
t!on and the selective ordering of in-scope mate
rials not currently owned by this library.
•. Regular review of the National Library of Medi
cine's
Current Catalog proof sheets (titles re
ceived by NLM for possible selections).
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Projected programs for 1978-79 include, in addi
tion, an overall assessment of the strength or
weakness in all subject areas in both the book and
journal collections, using as primary tools the
completed book inventory printout ·and the journal
listing by subjects.

Table 17

Printed Materials

UNM MEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY
Holdings by Format
FY 1977/78
Added (net) As of
6/30/77
1976/77

Journals Currently Red (titles)
Journals (bound volumes)
Books (volumes)
Qovernment Documents (items)
Technical Reoorts (items)
Pamphl.ets ( iterns)
Monographic Serials (titles)

Added (net) As of
1977/78
6/30/78

-192
4,535
1,190
12,435
37

1,923
55,709
22,475
19,467
766

-15
1,807
2,761
-2,152
8

1,908
57,516
25,236
17,315
774

73

392

69

461

8

173
. 29
500

0
0

0

173
29
500

53

2,592
649
27,816
422
28

95
29
1,303
225
-3
-0-

2,687
678
29,119
647

-212

-o-

835
8

4

211

·-0-

-o-

8.

8

Microfilms
Kicr.ofiche (individual fiche)
Microfilm (reels)
Microcards (individual cards)

0
0

Audiovisual Software-Circulating
1.udiocassettes
Videocassettes
Slides (individual)
Carousels (with slides)
Stereoscopic Sets
A-V Kits
Dial Access Cartridges
Records (phonodiscs)
Non-Circulating Formats
Motion Pictures (8 & 16 mm reel)
Motion Pictures (8 mm cartridge)
Records (phonodiscs)
Audiotapes (reels)
Filmstrips

28

654

64
-064

-o-o-

188

1,047

8

25

8

-o-o-o-o-

19
· 193

-019

212

.:o
-0-

l
3

-o-

-0-

l
3

12

207
20

14

-o..:.o-

20
14
19

Miscellaneous
Charts (e.g., Anatomy, Physiology)
Games

.. I
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acquisitions
Reported by Katherine Mondragon, LTA II, Head
Acquisitions Unit
I.
I

With the move into the new building this unit was
reorganized to include the acquisition and proces
ing of monographs, non-journals, audio-visuals,
government documents, and pre-cataloging. Much
emphasis was placed on adding to the collection,
especially in those areas reflecting weakness.
Several special projects helped us build up our
collection.
Projects and Work Accomplished
The first project was generated by the inventory of
our collection. All missing books were identified
and replacement copies were ordered. Cleaning and
building up our Reference collection also was an
on-going task. Several hundred new titles and new
editions were ordered and new subject areas in
Reference were identified for expansion.

,I

I

The second major project concerned the College of
Nursing, which in 1978 received a grant to develop
a Masters Degree program. The library was to
build up a collection to aid in its support. As
an initial step, identification of all English
language Nursing titles (WY classification) pub
lished in the last five years was aided through a
printout which listed approximately 1,500 Nursing
titles taken from the NLM CATLINE data base.

··,I

I

. !

The printout was checked for those titles not
owned by the library. Selections were made by the
College of Nursing GNP Committee, with additional
selections recommended by our Collection Develop
m�nt Officer. The 334 selected titles were high
lighted in yellow and the printout, along with a
cover letter, was mailed to Rittenhouse Book Dis-,
tributors in Pennsylvania. The order received,
however, contained not only the highlighted titles,
but all 450 of the available titles on the print
out. Since we had the books in hand, additional·
selections were made from those titles not already
ordered. The unwanted volumes were returned to
Rittenhouse.
Below is a table of the breakdown of books order
ed, received, and kept from the first shipment of
books. We ha�e continued to receive books from
Rittenhouse, and the same procedure will be fol
lowed.

":"'.. �,- ·,
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First Shipment of Books from Rittenhouse
Titles Received (approximately)
Titles Retained
New Titles
Total Cost-all books shipped
Total Cost-books retained

a.so
162
50

$3,930.91J
1,631.02

Other projects al�o involving the Acquisitions Unit
included the re-establishment of the core textbook
collection, now called the Permanent Reserve Col
lection. the development of quality control mea
sures to monitor the "on approval" performance of
our book vendor, J. A. Majors of Dallas as a sup
lier of library materials. Six publishers were
monitored. All of the books received from Majors
on approval were listed, to be compared against the
publisher's annual catalog of output.
In an effort to acquire current publications from
publishers not represented by Majors, publishers
and their addresses were identified from various
library tools. Indluded were Commercial Publish
ers, Society and Association Publishers, and Uni
versity Presses. All were sent a letter requesting
a copy of their publication catalog and that we be
placed on their mailing list to receive flyers and
subsequent catalogs. These materials will be moni
tored and selections made from them for purchase.
New Acquisitions files were set up to better control
our orders and make our department function more
smoothly. An important new date file was estab
lished. Formerly we did not control our orders by
date sent out and, therefore, could not claim out
standing orders on a regular basis. Book orders·
now are filed by the date ordered so that they may
be claimed if not ·received within 60 days. All or
ders from last year have been claimed and status
reports have been received, SeveraL are outstand
ing because the items were ordered from pre-publi
cation flyers, and are not yet' released. This num
ber should be much less in future since we no
longer are ordering from pre�publication notices
or from those titles that cannot be verified as "In
Print."· We also will be receiving automatic status
reports from Majors, as they have recently compu
terized their entire book orders department, and
any item not received within six months will be
cancelled.

r
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OCLC Use in Acquisitions
An experimental project during the last two months
of FY '78 was the.use of the OCLC terminal to pro
duce extra cards for the Acquisitions file, and
the use of an OCLC printer on a trial basis to pro
duce a printout of titles to be ordered from our
book vendor. If the title was in OCLC, the printer
was used to prin� the information on the printout
to go to the publisher. Two extra cards were pro
duced for our files.
Another project was the weeding of the Documents
Collection. Topics for which we no longer wish to
receive material from the depository program were
identified to reduce receipt of unrelated or ir
relevant materials.
The missing book-replacement project was completed
in the first quarter of the fiscal year. The Ref
erence project was completed in May 1978; the Nurs
ing WY identification project was completed in June
1978. The rest are on-going projects. All projects
were worked on by the Acquisitions staff, which included a student, Paula Richey, and myself. In
August we received a new employee, Kip Hull, A CETA
cs_11, who was promoted to CS IV in May. In addi
tion we received help from several people, includ
ing work-study students, in other departments.
Summary

I

I

Nearly all objectives were met and a great deal of
work was accomplished. Additional work is neces
sary in the area of Government Documents and in
setting up a usable pamphlet file, to be completed
during the next fiscal year.
I think the reasons that more was not accomplished
were because, first of all, getting adjusted to th;
new building and working conditions. Second ,. the
gre�t turnover in staff and the lack of en�-
trained staff to man this new larger ·ope?ation.
I look forward to seeing a much better staffed and
smoot.her operation for the next fiscal year.

I
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Table 18

/

Acquisitions Statistics
FY 1977/78

Acquisitions by Category
MonoizraDhs
Approvals Received
Approvais Retu�ned
Direct Orders Received
Replacement Copies Received
Gifts Received
Gifts Retained ··
Pamphlets
Technical Reports

864
146
1,481
64
447
204
57
14

Non-Print
Videocassettes
Audiocassettes
Slides
8/16 mm Reels
8
mm Cartridge
Filmstrips
Micro form
Film Loops
Workbooks

35
106
1,303
4

o
o
o

20
15

Total Titles Sent to Cataloging

2,618

Non Journals
Daily Mail Received
New Titles Set Up
Transfers
Non-Print (Audiocassette)

386
79
4
l

Total Titl�s Sent to Cataloging
Total All Materials to Cataloging

470
3,080

..( -;,;,,,..,,

. l
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Table 19
Acquisitions Activities
FY 1977-78
Searches
l 71hr/10min
12hr/48min

OCLC-Time
CATLINE/AVLINE-Time

472
259

Titles Searched
Titles Found
Invoicing
Processed for Payment
(since 5/78)
Books Returned
(1.nclud1.ng approvals)

170
316

Direct Orders
2,374

Sent
Outstandin�
1st quarter
2nd quarter
3rd quarter
4th quarter

29
39
64

175
Total

307

. ..
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Table 20
Acquisitions Comparison
1976/77
Total

1977!78
Total

Monographs
Approvals Received
Approvals Retur_ned
Direct Orders Sent
Direct Orders Received
Gifts Received
Gifts Retained
Pamphlets
Technical Reports
Titles to Cataloging

576
134
906
896
615
109
32

37
1,343

864
146
2,374
1,481
447
204
57
14
2,619

Non-Print
Videocassettes
Audiocassettes
Slides (individual)
8/16 mm Re.els
8 mm Cartridges
Filmstrips
Microforms (fiche)
Other (workbooks)

28
53
354
-0-012
8

35
106
1,303
4
-020
-015

312
53
20
335
300
l

386
79
4
470

-o-

Non-Journals
Daily Mail Received
New Titles
Transfers
Titles ·to Cataloging
Other (slides)
(title change)
(cassette)
(audiocassette)

l

l

;
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cataloging
Reported by Anita Allen, Cataloging Librarian
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Staffing in the Cataloging Department for FY 77/78
remained at the same level as last: one professio:1al, one LTA II, one half-time LTA I, and some hour�
ly clerical and professional assistance for special:
projects. Both LTA's were new this year; the LTA I
started late in June 1977, the LTA II in September
1977. Consequently, considerable time was spent in
training. By late March both were competent to
handle non-problem cataloging with only minor pro-,
fessional supervision. "Problems" are still handled
by the cataloger, who also does all original des
criptiv e and/or original subject cataloging. Ori
ginal bubject cataloging constitutes approximately
25 per cent, and total original cataloging less than
five per cent of all titles cataloged per year.
This year 1,955 monograph titles were cataloged.
Even though catalog production increased by some
500 titles this past year, a backlog of some 450
titles exists as a result of accelerated collection
development activity and lack of time to handle the
subject cataloging for these titles with present
staffing. The rate of growth of the present backlog
would indicate the need for a .5 FTE professional
cat�loger.
Special Projects
A major project in Cataloging has been the continu
ing cleanup of the machine readable inventory
record, created in June of last year. The original
work of comparing the machine readable data base
with the manual data base, i.e., the shelf list,
consumed approximately 195 man hours. Of this, ap
proximately 90 hours was cataloging staff time.
Correction of errors has consumed approximately 168
hours; approximately 40 more hours of cataloging
staff time will be needed to wrap up this project.
A second major project concerns the adding of our
data base of library holdings to the OCLC data �ase,
thereby creating a machine readable record with com
plete bibliographic data in it. To date approxi
mately l�O hours of library staff time have resulted
in the addition of 2,222 titles to that particular
data base.
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UHM MEDICAL
CENTER LIBRARY
TERMINATIONS DURING PERIOD OF

JULY I, 1977 THRU JUNE 30, 1978
NAME

:1

I

REASON FOR LEAVING
Advancement

12-16-77

9- 2-74
LTAI ICirc.
LTA 11 Serials 8- 8-77

7-22-77
4-28-78

Attend Grad School/Lib. Sci.
Nonsatisfactory performance

CS IV (CETA) 10-25-77
Hebert, Joan
Hirschfeld, Lorraine Special Ass't 4- 4-77

3-17-78
8-30-77

Moved to Wisconsin
Terminal contract

9- 7-77

3-31-78

FromCETA to career job

Baldanado,Charles
Seckh, Prudence

I

RESIGN.
DATE

START
DATE
8-13-73

A 1 my , Robe rt E.

I

TITLE
Sr. Progr.

Lovato, Geraldine

CS IV C
( ETA)

Maier,Cris
Meloy, Ann

LTAIICirc.
LTA 11I LL.

7-25-77
12- 8-75

1- 5-78
9- 2-77

Nonsatisfactory performance
Advancement

Naylor, Winifred

Admin. Ass't

12- 2-68

5- 8-78

Advancement

12- 3-75

6-16-78

Advancement

Payne, Maxine

CSIVCirc.

Scheibman, Joanne

CS I V (CETA)

9-19-77

6- 1-78

Promotion

Silva, Michael
Speakman, Martha
Stephens, Bette

LTA 11 Media
CS I V C
( ETA)
LTA 11
Cat.

3-26-73
8-24-77
1-26-76

4- 7-78
3- 3-78
9-22-77

Better job opportunity
Moved to Colorado
Nonsatisfactory performance

VACANCIESAS OF June 30, 1978

. I "'
I

Assistant Director for
Services
Chief, User Services
L TAI I Seri a Is
Clerical Specialist 11
Clerical Spec ia Iist IV
Clerical Spec ia 1 is t IV
Clerical Specialist IV

-�,..,..,,.,,.,.....,;.,.;.;��-!".""��':".1�"-',_ vi'·':"'· ,,.�. �>� .·
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Public and Community

(CETA) Acquisitions
(CE:TA) Media Center
(CETA) Serials
BillingClerk

I

------------------·
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UNH KEDICAL CENTER LIBRARY
1977/1978

Vital Statistics
Pub! le and User Services
Days
Calendar
Days
LI brary
UNM Working Days
Hours Open
(Saturdays)
(Weekdays )

8 Hours
16.5 Hours

(Sunvner)
(Fa! I/Spring)

92 Hours
IDI .5 Hours

Shortest Day
Longest Day
Shortest Week
Longest Week

365
355
250

Circulation Desk Coverage
Information Desk Coverage
Media Center Coverage
Gate Count

4,787 Hours
4,067 Hours
4,287 Hours

166,095

The Library Collection
• Print Colle·ctionBound Journal Volumes
Texts and Monographs
Government Documents
Technical Reports
Total Items on Shelf

57,516
25,236
17,315
774
I00,841

• Non-Print Collection
Audlocassettes
Videocassettes
Slides (individual)
SlideuPrograms (carousels)
Hise. (films, filmstrips, etc.)
Total Items on Shelf
•

2,687
678
29,119
647
1,352
54,483

Subscriptions

Journa I Tl t les
Honograpbic Serials
Total

1,908
461
2,369

